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“Who are these people? Are they men, women, or generic human beings?” 
This was the question posed to Nancy Grossman by a group of art students 
when confronted with the works for which she has become most 
known – her leather-bound head sculptures. Grossman’s long-term partner, 
the critic Arlene Raven, recounted the artist’s response: “She said they were 
self-portraits. I thought that was an interesting response, because the heads 
are generally interpreted as male. It got me to thinking about your wanting 
to delve into masculinity and what happens when women express mascu-
linity, when men do, and what the difference is.”1 This knowing response 
from Raven – said in a public forum but drawing on their years together – is 
illustrative of the challenges Grossman’s art poses. Bound up with questions 
of gender, these works evoke but do not image the sexed body. Rather, 
they vex assumptions about its inhabitations.

Gender is both crucial to and contentious in Grossman’s work. While 
much of the writing on her has dealt exclusively with her iconic head 
sculptures, I shall instead discuss her engagement with abstraction, assem-
blage, and practices of re-making in the mid-1960s and then discuss the 
ways in which this informed her practice and reception in the 1970s. It is 
through an investigation into her abstract work that one can recognize how 
Grossman’s practice has always offered a complex account of gender’s 
mobility and variability. In her assemblages made from old leather garments, 
she proposed open accounts of gender’s relation to the body and its muta-
bility. In what follows, I shall focus on a handful of these 1960s abstract 

op p o s i t e  77 Nancy Grossman in her studio working on A.F.F., 1970.
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works in order to show how she developed an attitude toward the body 
in which sexual difference was not determining and in which bodily 
remaking was enabling. In this way, these early works are aligned with the 
other studies in this book. Grossman’s practice used abstraction to propose 
new ways of understanding the sexed body and to parody our expectations 
of what we think we know about gender from looking at a body. In the 
1960s, Grossman alluded to genital imagery in her abstract assemblages to 
question playfully its role as sign for gender. She mobilized bodily recon-
stitution for these works, as well, to remind viewers that what we are 
looking at now is the result of transformation and remaking. These practices 
and priorities informed Grossman’s work after she turned from abstract 
renderings of the body to “figurative” sculptures in which the body was 
absent.2 Throughout, a recurring question has been how to transcend the 
limitations of dimorphic sexual difference. For her, the body was nothing 
but raw material. After all, her sculptures are made from old skins.

Such complexity, however, has not customarily been seen in Grossman’s 
work, which has been chronically misunderstood, parodied, and caricatured. 
Despite the fact that Grossman was one of the most iconic and recognizable 

artists of the late years of the 1960s, she has proven to be a problem for 
later art-historical and art-critical taxonomies. This is both because of the 
misconception that this work was sexually explicit and because she was one 
of the first artists to make a “figurative turn” away from abstraction at the 
end of the decade.3 She started receiving critical attention in 1964, when 
Brian O’Doherty wrote in the New York Times that “A fabulously talented 
23-year-old sprays the results of hard application all over the place in a show 
that could be the first of a distinguished career. . . . Miss Grossman is a real 
artist from her fingertips to her subconscious.”4 In 1965, at the age of 25, 
she was the only painter that year to receive a Guggenheim fellowship, 
making her one of few women (and one of the youngest) to receive such 
recognition at the time. Soon after she showed her first head sculpture at 
the 1968 Whitney Annual, she began having multiple successful one-person 
shows each year. At the beginning of the 1970s, she was being collected and 
published widely, in part because her work stood out sharply from that of 
her contemporaries. During this time, Grossman was also constituted as a 
feminist forebear, most notably in Cindy Nemser’s groundbreaking book of 
interviews Art Talk but also in such varied publications as Harper’s Bazaar 
and Off Our Backs.5 As feminism developed in the art world later in the 
1970s, however, Grossman’s seemingly male-identified representations increas-
ingly sat uneasily with essentialist varieties of feminism that played an 
important role in the history of the decade. In addition, her commitment 
to sculptural making and recognizable figurative content kept her at a dis-
tance from the mainstream art world as it developed at that time.6 By the 
1980s, Grossman’s work was frequently mischaracterized, and her reputation 
became that of an “artist’s artist” known to a devoted few.7

These shifts in reputation were, as I discuss shortly, fueled by the mis-
recognitions of Grossman’s head sculptures as sexual, as masculine, and as 
kink. Indeed, it was because of these presumptions that, for many, Grossman’s 
reputation became difficult to assimilate into versions of feminism from later 
in the 1970s that understood sexual and gender difference in starkly binary 
terms. It was during these years that debates began raging about the pres-
ence of transwomen in feminism and women-only spaces (a prejudice that 
continued well after and is still evident today.)8 Grossman’s work, in other 
words, became increasingly unrecognizable to art histories of the 1970s 
because the account of gender it offered differed from mainstream feminism 
during the later years of the 1970s – despite the clarity and conviction of 
both Grossman and her supporters about the feminist priorities of her work.

The perspective of the abstract assemblages from the mid-1960s allows 
for a re-reading of the subsequent sculptures that attends to the complex-

78 Studio view, Eldridge Street, New York, 1968.
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ity and mobility of gender that Grossman has claimed for them. Her 
work – both abstract and representational – prompts projective identifica-
tions of gender and sexuality only to complicate and confound them. 
Remarkably, she does this without representing the body at all.9 Her head 
sculptures abstract and suggest the body, and viewers rush to fill in what 
they think that body should be. For instance, the art students who ques-
tioned Grossman themselves struggled to articulate a non-binary answer to 
the sex of this depicted human head, and the term “generic” was offered 
as a (literally) neutered version of who this human could be. For Raven’s 
part, she expanded on these students’ confusion as a means to address how 
the works detach gender from sex, pondering “what happens when women 
express masculinity, when men do, and what the difference is.”10 Keeping 
this in mind and coupled with Grossman’s assertion that these heads are 
self-portraits, it becomes clear that these sculptures do not rely on an equa-
tion of gender with the sexed body.11 Rather, Grossman’s sculptural practice 
offers an account of the body that is skeptical of its supposed determinism, 
seeing it instead as open to remaking. From this perspective, Grossman 
developed a stance in her sculpture in which gender was located variably 
in ways that are not immediately visible from the exterior.

suspensions of the body

In 1965, the poet and critic Bill Berkson wrote in an early review of Gross-
man’s work that it conveyed “a nostalgia for parts.”12 This enigmatic phrase 
comes from a dense but short review of Grossman’s Spring 1965 exhibition 
at New York’s Krasner Gallery, her first of two that year. Because of the 
brevity of his one-paragraph commentary on the works, Berkson left this 
phrase unexplored. Nevertheless, it encapsulates a key issue for the ambi-
tious and intense body of work she created over the next two years – the 
abstract relief assemblages that immediately preceded the signature mode 
of her leather-bound head sculptures. Taken as a whole, the relief assem-
blages from 1965 to 1967 exhibit a mounting tension between their osten-
sible abstraction and their increasingly recalcitrant figuration. While the 
early assemblages to which Berkson referred had seemed to him nostalgi-
cally to long for their lost parts, the subsequent works located those parts 
ever more brashly.

Of this group of abstract assemblages, I shall discuss in detail three relief 
sculptures as exemplary of this body of work that has heretofore received 
little attention in the literature on Grossman.13 For David Smith (1965; see 

figs. 81–83), Bride (1965–6; see figs. 85 and 86), and Ali Stoker (1966–7; see 
figs. 90–93) each mark different points along Grossman’s traversing of 
abstraction and the accounts of the body that it solicited. In and among 
the dense and abstract twisted leather strata, discernible body parts start to 
pop out. Unmistakable, these absurd genitalia signal Grossman’s frank and 
often preposterous confrontation with the sexed body, treating it as raw 
material to be remade. Increasingly, her relief assemblages detached “parts” 
from wholes and extended that detachment into areas of black humor and 
subversion. These works – and their supposed answering of the “nostalgia 
for parts” through their exposure of sexual organs – were the arena in 
which Grossman digested the body before leaving it behind to focus on 
the head.

These relief assemblages moved into three dimensions some of the con-
cerns of her earlier drawings and collages from the early 1960s, becoming 
the most assertively sculptural and abstract of her works to date. Leather, 
which became Grossman’s signature material, came to be central in these 
works. The early assemblages such as Eden had used leather along with scrap 
metal, car parts, and rubber, but soon it became her dominant material. In 
works such as The Edge of Always (1964; fig. 79) and Black Landscape (1964; 
fig. 80), brown leather began to be featured. Despite being clearly reused 
and sutured together, the original objects from which this leather was taken 
are difficult to ascertain. By contrast, in the works between 1965 and her 
transition to making head sculptures encased in leather in 1968, Grossman 
increasingly used repurposed leather that did not wholly disguise the origi-
nal objects from which it came. Jackets, harnesses, boots, and shoes, though 
partially broken down, remained visible in the concentrated surfaces. As 
Raven once wrote of these works, “There were ‘ghosts’ in the leather 
jackets, wood, and metal she used that she felt were activated in her work.”14

Consequently, the source materials for all of these works are important 
to an understanding of the meanings they put into play. Nowhere is this 
more evident than in the first major leather relief assemblage Grossman 
made, For David Smith (fig. 81). The year 1965 was a pivotal one for her: 
with her Guggenheim fellowship, she had recently moved to a larger loft 
on Eldridge Street on New York’s Lower East Side. The financial resources 
of the fellowship, plus the greater amount of space in her new loft, imme-
diately resulted in these larger, more ambitious works. Grossman experi-
enced a concerted burst of activity and created a heroic number of relief 
assemblages over the course of the year. She had two one-person shows in 
1965, both at Krasner Gallery, that showcased these works. All of this was 
inaugurated with For David Smith, which she created for the sculptor from 
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79 Nancy Grossman, The Edge of Always, 1964. Leather 
and metal assemblage mounted on plywood, 78.7 × 55.9 × 
5.5 cm (31 × 221/4 × 21/2 in.).

80 Nancy Grossman, Black Landscape, 1964. Leather, fabric, 
metal, wood, fur, bristle, paper, nylon, and paint assemblage 
mounted on plywood, 126.7 × 98.7 × 8.9 cm (497/8 × 387/8 × 
31/2 in.).

materials he had given her, and which established the terms of the relief 
assemblages she developed over the next two years.

Grossman had met Smith in 1960 while she was still a student at the 
Pratt Institute, and the two had a sporadic relationship over the next five 
years. She recalled, “I had such an incredibly pure and simple and lusty 
relationship with David Smith. . . . What happened between us was totally 
real and sturdy enough to last a lifetime. It wasn’t cynical.”15 Grossman was 
a regular visitor to Bolton Landing in upstate New York, and she created 
many of her figure drawings in Smith’s drawing studio there. On one of 
her last trips to Bolton Landing before his death in 1965, Smith gave Gross-
man a number of leather horse harnesses, purchased in an auction along 

81 Nancy Grossman, For David Smith, 1965. Leather, metal, rubber, fabric, and paint 
assemblage on canvas mounted on plywood, 215.9 × 215.9 × 17.15 cm (85 × 85 × 63/4 in.). 

with the rest of the contents of a bankrupt farm. Smith had been interested 
in the cast-iron tractor wheels and other metal implements, but Grossman 
admired the horse tack instead. (She had ridden horses since she was a 
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child.) They were Smith’s challenge to Grossman, and she took the bundle 
of leather objects back to New York City to create an ambitious work for 
him. She completed it before Smith’s accident, but, unfortunately, he never 
saw the final sculpture.

At 7 foot 3 by 7 foot 3 (221 × 221 centimeters), For David Smith was 
the largest relief assemblage Grossman would make and her most extensive 
use of leather to date. She said of this moment, “I was looking for material 
I could break down and build up and change midway.” The harnesses gave 
her materials that she could de-construct and remake.16 More than the 
found detritus that populated her earlier works, the harnesses needed to be 
meticulously unstitched and taken apart. A significant component of the 
labor in this and subsequent works involved the breaking down of these 
harnesses and garments. Once de-constructed, the odd shapes of these 
leather components suggested to Grossman new patterns and new ways to 
combine the elements.

She put these elements into play against a large canvas support where 
she compressed leather, tubes, and metal. The materials have been torn apart 
and fused to make the two dense masses floating on the otherwise white 
canvas. Black paint has been sparingly applied, creating on the left a ragged 
outline tailed by a splatter. The harness straps are used as lines, connecting 
and reconnecting within and across the two major shapes. While the masses 
do not form familiar contours, component objects within them are never-
theless recognizable. In addition to reins and bits, more than one boot is 
visible (see fig. 83). (One of the opened boots on the upper left is stamped 
“Endicott Johnson All Leather,” referring to the Endicott Johnson Shoe 
Company, located in upstate New York near Grossman’s hometown of 
Oneonta.) Across the surface of the large relief, tears, zippers, and splayed 
boots produced openings into the dense forms. In what proved a charac-
teristic move in these reliefs, Grossman furthermore pierced the disassem-
bled leather garments and harnesses with tubes and openings, around which 
writhes an infernal tangle of horse tack, stirrups, and straps. Wryly, Gross-
man used elements to suggest other bodily shapes – as with the mask-like 
form suggested by a folded element from a de-constructed harness at the 
top of the right figure or the labial allusions in the unlaced boot (on the 
lower appendage of the right figure) that prefigures the more explicit way 
she would use this same material in Bride, as I shall discuss.

Grossman has said that she worked on these reliefs in an active and often 
rapid fashion, moving from one element to the next intuitively. “I did them 
in the same spirit as Abstract Expressionist action painting,” she recalled of 
her energetic and determined process.17 On the stretched canvas, reinforced 

82 Detail of Nancy Grossman, For David Smith. 83 Detail of Nancy Grossman, For David Smith.

with a wood backing to support the heavy objects, Grossman continued 
to add density. The work doubled in size and she merged another canvas 
with the first to give more space. “Sculpture is usually something that is 
planned and sketched for, but I never did anything like that,” she recalled.18 
The result is a concerted and almost frantic layered density within the two 
masses. These two halves of the work, on separate but conjoined canvases, 
reflect each other’s shapes in a pas-de-deux.

This work is predominantly abstract, but Grossman saw these piled-on 
masses as figures – part animal, part machine, part human. The vestiges of 
shoes, the folds of leather skin, the open orifices, and the pliable tubes give 
the masses a bodily resonance (figs. 82 and 83). In an interview with Cindy 
Nemser in 1975, Grossman recounted her trajectory from the earlier draw-
ings, collages, and lithographs to these works:
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Yuri Gagarin’s 1961 pioneering space journey had been crucial to her as 
visual analogues to the kind of floating bodies she had wanted to draw and, 
starting with the reliefs in 1965, sculpt.23 She had been carrying these 
images with her well before 1961, however.

It was the bundle of horse straps that Smith had given her that had 
prompted her to see these long thin pieces of leather as lines with which 
she could draw in three dimensions.24 She explained her process to Nemser:

It seems a funny thing to do with such cumbersome material but when 
I am working this way those materials are nothing to me. I could draw 
with straps, I could draw with thirty-pound pieces of steel, if I had to. 
I set them in place and it becomes a great challenge to me that they be 
well made and solid. I do it quickly and with no sweat. I was always 
good with my hands in terms of drawing.25

Ultimately, For David Smith is a kind of drawing of figures floating in space, 
made with horse harnesses. As such, it offers a humorously different kind 
of “drawing in space” from the kind for which Smith had been become 
famous.26 While Smith had used repurposed metal, Grossman demonstrated 
how the straps, harnesses, and boots could be orchestrated as lines capable 
of making equally “gravityless” forms.

I should pause to note, though, that with its tethered and suspended 
bodies, For David Smith bears an uncanny resemblance to the composition 
of another work that mapped sexual difference onto alien bodies and 
objects – Marcel Duchamp’s The Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, Even 
(1915–23), which had been reintroduced to American audiences following 
the influential West Coast retrospective of Duchamp just two years before 
in 1963. However, when I asked her about this (in relation to For David 
Smith and her subsequent Bride), Grossman rebuffed and deflected any such 
connection, asserting instead that the main intertext for this work was 
Smith’s sculpture.27 Even without such a direct link, however, a comparison 
between these two large works nevertheless helps to show how both 
Duchamp and Grossman sought to render new bodily morphologies by 
extracting them from conventional representations of gravity and space. This 
was, as well, one of Smith’s tactics for attacking the statuary tradition.

As discussed in Chapter 1, Smith’s work of the 1960s had sought to 
eschew gravity and logical structure, presenting figures that not only vary 
from every side but that are also often held together in unorthodoxly 
structured ways solely by the sculptor’s fusing of parts. Seen in relation to 
the importance of action in Abstract Expressionism, Smith’s autographic 
gesture took the form of the weld that held disparate elements in the air 

First I would make the whole figure and then I became more involved 
with the torso. Then the work became more and more abstract and 
involved with the visceral and the internal. When I look back on it now, 
it was always saying the same thing – just where I am in myself is where 
my work is. At the same time they became more and more like machines. 
There are animal machine figures and human machine figures. First I 
made them from the outside. That one is not noisy but they look as if 
they were yakking or mooing.19

Nemser then remarked, with regard to For David Smith, “I find it hard to 
find a figure,” to which Grossman replied,

It is rather like an organic machine. It has insides and an outside. There 
are two figures in outer space. It’s funny because I would [previously] 
imagine these things in outer space. (This was before the Russians went 
into outer space and when they did I said, “Oh I know about that.”) I 
saw the space men floating there suspended without gravity. I knew what 
it would look like. These were done in ’65.20

With her emphasis on the figures as organic machines, Grossman articulated 
an account of the body as material and process rather than as a customary 
morphology. Floating in space, her assembled bodies are rendered as unham-
pered by gravity and orientation, allowing multiple points of contact and 
intercourse to be imagined. Indeed, ports, interfaces, and openings are 
evident across the suspended figures of For David Smith, in which the dis-
tinction between inside and outside is broken down.

Even though she was working on the scale of monumental painting, 
Grossman dealt with these assemblage reliefs as if they were drawings. They 
are formally analogous to the compacted ink on paper drawings she was 
creating at the same time, such as Bridey and Beever Slats. Both articulate 
unorthodox hybrid forms against white grounds, and the narrow chromatic 
range of For David Smith’s source materials reinforced this connection. 
Grossman later recalled that she wanted to make sculpture from her draw-
ings at this time so that “I could make them more real.”21 Despite their 
obdurate and heavy materiality, these dark brown and black masses jump 
out from their white ground as if they were large drawn figures on white 
paper. This was intentional, and Grossman repeatedly referred to these and 
related works as representing freefloating and tumbling figures “like space-
men.” Raven later reiterated this intention for the work, saying that, “The 
two figures in this work are bodies in a gravityless outer space.”22 As Gross-
man indicated in the Nemser interview, images of the Soviet cosmonaut 
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without relying on the conventional engineering of structures and bodies. 
His Cubi series, on which he was engaged during the time he knew Gross-
man, is made up of combinations of simple, regular geometric forms that 
seemed to have been juggled in the air (fig. 84). While the component 
forms look as if they are basic geometric building blocks, they are never 
simply stacked, nor do the masses of the lower forms serve as the structural 
foundations for the blocks above.28 The welds hold them up. As noted 
earlier, these techniques allowed Smith to emphasize the independence of 
the sculptor from necessary structure and to explore the ways in which he 
could create previously unseen figures and compositions that varied from 
every point of view.

Grossman’s For David Smith exhibits her careful (and irreverent) engage-
ment with the terms of Smith’s practice as well as the beginnings of her 
making of new bodies from the parts of others. It was this assembling of 
new figures that would drive her work over the next two years.29 As Raven 
remarked, “Smith’s totemic sculptural personages also found an analogy in 
Grossman’s personas.”30 Grossman’s personas, at this stage, were categorically 
dissimilar to the clean, concise statement of the leather heads she came to 
make. Instead, the bodies floating in space in For David Smith are unex-
pected concatenations of disparate reused parts. They do not resemble the 
bodies of either horses or humans, but one can see vestiges of both in the 
“ghosts” of the leather objects that Grossman has broken apart to make 
them. A boot, straps, laces, and buckles all point back to bodies and muscles, 
as do the allusive tubes and openings (see figs. 82 and 83). As hybrids of 
horse, human, and machine made from discernible found objects, these 
figures refuse to settle into mere abstraction. The bodily shapes of shoes 
and horse tack, belts, and leather keep all of those possible bodies in proxi-
mate suspension, playing the familiarity of their parts against the strangeness 
of new beings confronting the viewer. In this way, Grossman matched Smith 
on his own terms while also demonstrating the evocative bodily potential 
of the leather garments she used. Smith’s own use of found or repurposed 
materials rarely foregrounded so blatantly such a tension between recogniz-
able source objects and the abstract figures they comprise.

The dense constellations of disassembled harnesses, boots, jackets, rubber, 
and tubes against white canvas in For David Smith became the characteristic 
mode of Grossman’s reliefs in 1965. She pursued this idea of using found 
leather to draw new figures in space. Hitchcock, Brown and Black, Car Horn, 
and Ali of Nostrand all take up this motif. Made in rapid succession, such 
works provided an escape for Grossman after Smith’s death. “I felt cut off 
in the middle of my dialogue with David Smith. I worked literally night 

and day as if trying to finish a sentence that had been cut off.”31 In the 
series of works after the monumental For David Smith, Grossman extended 
her relief assemblages, creating a number of sculptures that she called 
“machine-animal hybrids.” Slightly smaller than For David Smith, these 
works expanded on her source material of harnesses to create what Raven 
called “abstract recreations of the horses Grossman owned and rode years 
earlier.”32 They were never just horses, however. These machine-animal 
hybrids were new bodies, made from the parts of others.

Jack Halberstam has argued that a central strategy for manifesting 
transgender issues in contemporary art is “through eccentric and extrava-
gant representations of the body, body parts, neo-organs, and trans bodies.”33 
Not uncoincidentally, in the essay from which these words come, Halber-
stam cites Grossman as one precedent for this practice:

84 David Smith, Cubi XVIII, 1964, Cubi XVII, 1963, and Cubi XIX, 1964.
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Of course, there is nothing so new in and of itself in the representation 
of the body as a form of montage, collage, assemblage or aesthetic hybrid. 
Artists like Hannah Höch, Louise Bourgeois, and Nancy Grossman have 
all represented the body, and often the female body at that, as a grotesque 
and beautiful patchwork of the bodily and the machinic, the fleshly and 
the metallic, the unfinished, the imperfect, and the incomplete.34

While Halberstam positions Grossman as a general precedent for the hybrid 
body rather than her examples of artists (like Eva Hesse) who “address the 
specific emergence of the transgender body in subcultural terms,” I would 
argue that a closer attention to Grossman’s abstract reliefs of the 1960s 
demonstrates how her work, more directly even than Hesse’s, offers an 
account of transgender capacity and the mutability of both bodies and 
genders. This is especially evident in the reliefs that followed in the wake 
of For David Smith.

spare parts: the bride and reconstructive 
assemblage

Grossman’s second exhibition at Krasner Gallery, in 1965, included many 
of the white-background relief assemblages in this mode. Just as the show 
was going up, however, she was transitioning to a different kind of making. 
As she zoomed in on the body, the white backgrounds began to disappear, 
and the subsequent reliefs became claustrophobically packed with materials. 
Grossman squeezed space out of the reliefs as she went inside the bodies 
she had been making. Exemplary of this transitional mode is the tondo 
Bride (fig. 85).

In Bride, white is not background but layers of repurposed skin. That 
skin frames what appears, to many, to be an uncompromising representation 
of a vagina. (For instance, its legibility as such was evidenced in the work’s 
inclusion in an exhibition titled The Visible Vagina.35) At the center of a 
compacted circle of leather straps, de-constructed boots, and white paint, a 
partially laced slit runs up the middle of the work, opened to expose purple 
folds. “This collage is kind of obscene. It’s called The Bride,” Grossman said 
to Nemser in 1975. Nemser continued, “I see it’s a tondo and it has sewing 
on it. Did you see it as a woman’s sexual organ, a vagina?” Grossman’s 
response was contradictory and reasserted the abstractness of the work: “I 
was unconscious of that. I have a couple others like that. The others are 
landscapes – women landscapes.”36 Those related works include the 1964 

85 Nancy Grossman, Bride, 1966. Leather and mixed media assemblage, d. 57.15 cm 
(221/2 in.). Collection of halley k. harrisburg and Michael Rosenfeld.

leather, cloth, and fur assemblage Black Landscape, which also showcases a 
vaginal form in its lower half. Similar motifs are evident in other works 
from 1964 and 1965 (such as The Edge of Always; see fig. 79) and are 
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expanded in slightly later works with multiple zippered and other orifices, 
such as Potawatami (1967) and Ali Stoker (1967), discussed in more detail 
later (see figs. 88–93).

Given these repeated forms, how is one to take Grossman’s statement 
that she was unconscious of the genital imagery that is evident across these 
otherwise abstract works? Grossman both acknowledged the presence of 
sexed or sexual imagery while at the same time disavowing its meaning or 
her full intentionality in showcasing it. I see this less as a contradiction and 
more as a tactical means of bracketing the all-encompassing sexualized 
interpretations that her graphic imagery incites. (This dynamic became 
amplified in the many invested responses to the leather heads.) Grossman’s 
characterization of her own practice drew from the attitudes common to 
many Abstract Expressionists in which non-representational or semi-abstract 
forms were mobilized as a means of staging the artist’s act of creation, with 
the meanings of the work being rooted in the artist’s struggle to achieve 
that act. From this perspective, discussions of artistic creation were often 
cast as being intuitive and partially unconscious, despite the deliberate and 
highly structured practices developed by Abstract Expressionist artists. Gross-
man’s explanations of her own artistic process often take this form. In a 
1975 interview with Kate Horsfield, for instance, Grossman remarked, 
“When it is happening, there’s no consciousness. . . . I can’t take the credit.”37 
In a discussion with me, she said about her work, “I make it from below 
the think, and I want you to receive it from below the think.”38

Grossman’s declaration that she was unconscious of the vaginal imagery 
in Bride is a manifestation of this mode of characterizing artistic intention 
as intuitive or unthought, allowing her both to expose and to detach herself 
at the same time. She was aware of the image’s blatant visibility and read-
ability, as is evidenced by her prefacing the work to Nemser as “obscene.” 
More recently, Grossman told me that she thought she could make such a 
“female and sexual” work at the time because “Nobody would dare ask 
about the vagina.”39 However, in her discussion with Nemser, published in 
the context of a feminist book of interviews with women artists, Grossman’s 
disavowal of conscious intentionality served to call into question the seem-
ingly unambiguous legibility of the image.40

In effect, her reliance on abstraction and her deflection of readability 
offered a different feminist stance on the sexed body – one skeptical of its 
meanings and determinations. This is not the same as the use of vaginal 
imagery that became a major resource for feminist art a few years after 
Grossman’s Bride.41 As I discuss later, for all its frankness, Bride resists the 
essentialism that would often be signaled by such imagery in the art of the 

early 1970s.42 Indeed, Nemser and Grossman concluded their 1975 inter-
view by decrying the work of Judy Chicago, whom they characterized as 
exemplary of this essentialism. Chicago had begun creating her infamous 
Dinner Party earlier in 1974 and had published with Miriam Schapiro in 
1973 her theory of the importance of vaginal “central core” imagery for 
feminist art.43 Nemser remarked, “That’s why I resent people like Judy 
Chicago insisting women are asserting their identity by painting their 
vaginas. I’m not only a vagina. . . . I have a brain and I have worked hard to 
learn how to use it,” to which Grossman replied, “And the head is where 
the power is.”44 Nemser advocated a diversified aesthetic for feminist art, 
irreducible to a deterministic and single essential image.45 Clearly, she 
understood Grossman’s earlier Bride (which Nemser illustrated in her 1975 
book) to be categorically different from such later uses of vaginal imagery. 
Perhaps this was because, in its formal organization, Bride cultivates multi-
plicity rather than essentialism through the use of other elements that 
humorously bracket and question just what it is that we think we have 
learned from recognizing that genital imagery.

The work, after all, contains much more than just the central form. It is 
densely packed with material. Its tondo format calls attention to the object-
nature of the relief assemblage, and no conventional figure–ground relations 
occur in its crowded interior. Bride offers no image of the human figure 
among the compacted abstraction created from found and repurposed mate-
rials. However, as a “bride,” the assemblage’s extensive use of white cannot 
be seen as neutral. A significant portion of the work is composed of leather 
that Grossman painted white (the painting is most visible on the laces). 
Given the connections between brides and white, the layered folds of the 
deconstructed boots mock the ruffles of a wedding dress, one of the most 
gender-specific of garments. (In a humorous passage, Grossman constructed 
to the right of the lacing a zippered orifice in white that playfully reprises 
the purple folds that seem so explicit; fig. 86.) One hostile and apparently 
uninformed reviewer tried to explain away Bride’s use of leather, derisively 
saying that the work “features mostly white leather, perhaps from a Western 
bride’s outfit. A vagina-like area is exposed by the open bodice laces.”46 This 
overly literal and pedestrian reading, however, fails to accept fully that Bride 
and its crowded circular field of repurposed materials are not solely white. 
The densely packed tondo is bisected into white and brown registers by the 
other dominant element in the composition – a diagonal strap with a buckle 
that gives the effect of a belt. The white bride is below the belt, and it is 
hard not to ask what is above. The belt and the browns above it cannot be 
simply disregarded but must be understood in dynamic relation to what is 
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below. Given the blatant display of vulva-like forms and the title, the work 
incites a questioning about how consistently or stably gender can be located 
between these two halves. That is, the frank exposure of the genitals purports 
to reveal the “truth” of the body as sexed, but Grossman’s Bride keeps the 
question of gender – as distinct from anatomical sex – circling.

If the lower register seems to address directly the gendered title with its 
wedding-dress white folds, what is the “not-bride” of the upper register’s 
dirty browns and blacks? Taken together, they pose at least two different 
gendered options for the garments that surround the sexed body, rendered 
frankly through the exposure of genitals. Keeping the upper and lower 
registers in tension, Bride could be read, for instance, as conflating groom 
and bride or, as one alternative, the bride within (or underneath) the 
groom. Whatever is above the brown belt, it is in excess of the direct cor-
relation that might be made between the vaginal imagery and the stereo-
typically feminine garment of the wedding dress. The certainty that the 
genital display, at first, seems to offer in its agreement with the gendered 
title and garment increasingly turns to disagreement and ambivalence when 

the remaining elements of the packed composition are taken into con- 
sideration.

Grossman’s works often complicate and even collide genders, as I shall 
discuss. Bride’s overall organization is an early manifestation of this. Even 
though it seems explicit in its revelation of anatomical sex, it nevertheless 
detaches that bodily part from a one-to-one correlation with genders 
implied by the different kinds of garments evoked by the work. The uncer-
tain relationship between the upper and lower registers of Bride prompts 
multiple plausible accounts of how gender could be identified in and 
among its component parts. Bride relies on the initial shock of recognition, 
but then slowly offers complications and inversions of that identification, 
bracketing its own apparent frankness. That is, the question of gender in 
Bride is more mobile, multiple, and uncertain than one might at first expect 
when confronted with the blunt flash of the genital imagery. In this, Gross-
man’s work presages later accounts of genders as temporal and successive, 
sexual difference as unfixed and potentially multiple, and bodies as trans-
formable. As Gayle Salamon has recently argued, “if ones thinks sexual 
difference in other than bodily terms, the category can become unyoked 
from determinative bodily materiality in a way that makes it easier to resist 
the temptation to posit genital morphology as essentially determinative not 
only of sexual difference but also of the self.”47 Grossman’s reliefs, for all 
their initial reliance on the sexed body, nevertheless treat genital imagery 
not as self-explanatory or deterministic but as something to be made and 
remade. Gender here is an open question rather than a fixed (binary) quality, 
unyoked from the genitals that are often taken to be its determining sign.

The source material Grossman used to make Bride was itself tied up with 
remaking and, in particular, with sex and sexual difference. She made this 
matrimonial work from an old boyfriend’s boots, which she de-constructed 
and painted white to become the wedding-dress-like layers. She explained: 
“The joke was that I had this boyfriend who gave me his work boots.”48 
The “woman-landscape” of Bride was made from a man, just as that man’s 
boots were made from an animal. The logic of taking apart and remaking 
is crucial to Grossman’s process in her found-object reliefs, and it is signifi-
cant that the only recognizable images to emerge from her otherwise 
abstract assemblages are suggestions of sexual organs. Genitals might seem 
to be the least ambiguous of any body part, but Grossman plays with their 
frank display by making them from other objects that themselves have been 
made from other bodies. Her use of genital imagery undercuts its authority, 
instead prompting questions about how multiple genders could circu-
late – no matter what the parts are. This is why she reminds us that it is 

86 Detail of Nancy Grossman, Bride.
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not, simply, a vagina in Bride, and nor does that vaginal form delimit the 
multiplications of meanings and genders in the works. The exposure of the 
genitals starts rather than stops the question of how gender operates in this 
intense work of remaking.

Grossman’s subsequent relief sculptures further pursue bodily metaphors, 
though they more playfully combine and recombine possible genital allu-
sions rather than render such explicit and uncompromising imagery. The 
artist’s Walrus (1966), for instance, was called by Raven “an emblem of the 
female.”49 Chiron (1966; fig. 87) recapitulates the vaginal imagery found in 
Landscape and Bride in the form of a zipper struggling to contain a round 
form that could be interpreted as the cresting skull of a baby. (This element 
was made from a man’s toiletry bag.50) Such readings, however, are never 
definitive. In Grossman’s dense and layered compositions, discernible images 
emerge and recede. The mythological centaur Chiron, half-man and half-
horse teacher of Achilles, again poses an ambivalent and far from fixed 

87 Nancy Grossman, 
Chiron, 1966. Mixed 
media assemblage on 
cardboard and wood, 
123.2 × 91.4 × 16.5 cm 
(481/2 × 36 × 61/2 in.). 
Private collection,  
Dallas, Texas.

question about how gender can be found in the work and further reiterates 
Grossman’s interest in hybrid beings.

The 1967 Potawatami (named after the street in Tucson, Arizona where 
her parents had moved; fig. 88) is strewn with such forms. In addition to 
partially reconstructed leather garments that have been made to resemble 
jockstraps, there are a numbered of zippered and other orifices across its 
surface (such as at the now-vertical light brown pocket that has been given 
pride of place centered at the top) in addition to stuffed phallic forms (as 
with the curved light-brown protrusion hidden in the lower left.) Expand-
ing on the more singular statement of Bride with its confounding of a 
reading of a single genital form confrontationally exposed, Grossman’s 
subsequent work began to pile on these parts, detaching them from the 
body and making them preposterous in their combinations. This is most 
evident in the work that both summarized Grossman’s relief assemblages 
and signaled the transition to her subsequent work and signature material: 
the 1967 abstract relief Ali Stoker.

receptive machismo: ali stoker ’s “orgy  
of intercourse”

The intense production of the relief assemblages on white backgrounds in 
1965 had depleted much of her store of horse harnesses and related objects. 
In 1966, after the Guggenheim fellowship had run out, Grossman decided 
to return to illustrating children’s books as a means to “give myself a 
Guggenheim” to keep her production up that year.51 She took on a number 
of illustration projects at once, which arrested her production:

This was a terrible thing for me to do because if there is one concentra-
tion of ego in my whole self it is in my work. My work is my worth to 
myself. I loved it. It was my life. Without it I would have been stepped 
on, blotted out completely. The illustrations took me about three or four 
months longer than I had imagined they would. Doing them changed 
me totally. From being all action and little reflection I was stuck with my 
legs chained to the table night and day. It changed my metabolism.52

Her illustration work was her primary occupation for nine months from 
1966 to 1967, followed by another burst of activity in 1967 with the works 
Yuma, Potawatami, her Slaves reliefs, and Ali Stoker. Ultimately, the imagery 
of restraint in the leather head sculpture was informed by the experience 
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of restriction caused by the need to stop her sculptural practice in order 
to do the illustrations for hire.53

The relief sculptures completed in 1967 reflect the turmoil Grossman 
attributed to this point in her career. They are even more densely built and 
claustrophobic, with tortured and twisted forms made in black leather. She 
made a small group of reliefs titled Slaves that referred to Michelangelo’s 
erotically bound and contorted slave sculptures. Works such as these and 
the conceptually related Ali Stoker were, she explained, the “microcosms of 
the macro-figures” from the 1965 reliefs on white backgrounds.54 Most 
dramatically, the abstract assemblage Ali Stoker offers an intestinal tangle of 
black leather, tubes, and zippers (figs. 90 and 91). The metal and rubber 
tubes predominate, and they emerge out or move into zippered orifices 
and holes. Nemser said of this piece, “The black tubular piece is even more 
threatening than the women landscapes. I see them as something torn, as 

opposite 88 Nancy 
Grossman,  

Potawatami, 1967. 
Leather, rubber, and 

metal assemblage  
on plywood,  

160.3 × 96.8 × 29.8 cm  
(631/8 × 381/8 × 113/4 in.).

right 89 Detail of 
Nancy Grossman, 

Potawatami. 
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if someone’s insides were being pulled apart.”55 Her response was perspica-
cious. Unlike the previous works made mainly from harnesses, scraps, and 
boots, Ali Stoker was made from motorcycle jackets shaped like and pat-
terned after the torso. Such garments – even when recombined and partial-
ly disassembled – more directly evoked the body in absentia. Grossman re- 
marked that the construction of the jackets was highly influential on her, 
and she had to take the seams apart meticulously in order to reuse the 
scraps of material.56 In this way, the use of the extant jackets (themselves 
made from the skins of animals) raised the bodily stakes of her work. These 

opposite and above 90 and 91 Nancy Grossman, Ali Stoker, 1966–7. Mixed media, 94 
× 125.7 × 20.3 cm (371/2 × 491/2 × 8 in. Collection of halley k harrisburg and Michael 
Rosenfeld, New York.
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rebellion, outlaw bikers, and gay urbanites. In his remarkable 1968 crossover 
gay novel about the practice of s/m (loosely based on Pierre Choderlos de 
Laclos’s 1782 Les liaisons dangereuses), titled The Real Thing, William Carney 
decried the cheap and plentiful black leather jackets that could be found 
anywhere in the city. The main character warned his pupil, “I do not think 
much of the shop where [the leather jacket] is being made, however. It is 
a new establishment that caters to phonies and to phony tastes.”64 It was 
exactly such a popularized demand for the black leather jacket that had 
produced the surplus from which Grossman was able to buy. Based on the 
details of Ali Stoker, that bale of black leather jackets contained items similar 
to (or cheaper versions of) those made by the New York-based Schott 
Brothers, one of the major producers at the time.65

Just as with her earlier relief assemblages, such source materials influenced 
the works Grossman made from them. “Everything I used had a connota-
tive relationship,” she has remarked.66 Ali Stoker played off the various 
modifications of masculinity that the black leather jacket had come to stand 
for (see fig. 91). By 1967, it could be read as rebel, as gay, as outlaw, as poser, 
and as butch. That is, the black leather jacket signified “macho” – whether 

works, like all the relief assemblages, were about tearing apart before they 
were about putting it together. As she later said, “Even when you take apart 
things that are everyday things, they are kind of shocking.”57

Around 1966, Grossman managed to buy the mass of black leather 
motorcycle jackets that gave rise to Ali Stoker and the Slaves, and she also 
incorporated this material into the first of the head sculptures the following 
year. She recounted going to a Bowery loft where she had heard she could 
buy some leather cheap. She found there bales of old leather jackets, and 
the seller broke open a large bale for her to pick out the ones she wanted. 
Some were in fine shape but others were in tatters, she recalled, and she 
returned home with a duffle bag stuffed with them.58

In Ali Stoker in particular, Grossman made the most of the black leather 
jacket. This was one of the most iconic items of fashion in the 1950s and 
1960s, becoming in that time a symbol of rebellion, danger, alternative 
masculinities, and homosexuality. After the Second World War, it was first 
associated with bikers through movies such as The Wild One (1954). In his 
extensive and affectionate history of the black leather jacket, Mick Farren 
remarked, “What Marlon Brando didn’t know at the time was that his 
costume from the film would prove to be a codification of a youthful rebel 
uniform. It would remain fixed, with only the slightest mutation, for the 
next thirty years.”59 As late as 1974, television network censors refused to 
allow the producers of the sitcom Happy Days to dress the character Fonzie 
in a leather jacket for the initial episodes of the series. The American 
Broadcasting Company said it would make him look like a “hoodlum,” and 
he was compelled to wear a windbreaker until the network could be con-
vinced that the appearance of the leather jacket on television would not 
be misread as criminal.60

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the black leather jacket had become 
popularized as a symbol of independence and anti-establishment values 
(most notably, around the ambivalent figure of James Dean).61 In the 1960s, 
it also became increasingly seen as an identifying garment within the ever 
growing and more visible gay communities in cities such as New York. 
Such connotations were fueled by its notable presence in underground films 
such as Kenneth Anger’s Scorpio Rising (1964) and Andy Warhol’s Blow Job 
(1964).62 In 1964, Life magazine clued its readers in to what this uniform 
meant, saying: “These brawny young men in their leather caps, shirts, jackets 
and pants are practicing homosexuals.”63 Black leather had a predominant 
role within the material culture of s/m communities (both gay and straight) 
by the mid-1960s, but the black leather jacket was not exclusively associated 
with them. Rather, it had become a somewhat generic symbol of youthful 

92 Detail of upper left of Nancy Grossman, Ali Stoker.
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hyperbolic, tragic, idealized, inauthentic, homoerotic, or performed. Gross-
man made sure the jacket was still recognizable in the surface of the oth-
erwise abstract Ali Stoker, leaving elements such as the sleeve on the far 
right or the zippers and buckles that populate the work.

That the highly charged yet contested masculinity of the black leather 
jacket is key for Ali Stoker is most evident in the tentacular tubes that 
emerge from zippers and pierce holes, which cumulatively read as ludi-
crously penile. This can be seen, for instance, in the top center of the 
assemblage in which a thick tube seems to be coming out of a zippered 
pants pocket. It is not, however, made from leather pants but rather from 
a jacket that has been turned upside down, as indicated by the direction 
of the zipper mechanism. The waistlines of the jackets Grossman used 
regularly incorporated belt loops, belts, and buckles, and she slyly upended 
the jacket to make it look like pants, splayed open and exposed by the 
tubes that emerge from it. In this regard, Ali Stoker is comparable to Bride. 
Both play off the genders associated with clothing (the wedding dress, the 
black leather jacket) and set them against ersatz genital imagery, but both 
mock the supposed brash display that they at first glance seem to promise. 
In neither is the display of genital imagery as forthright, unambiguous, or 
explanatory as it first appears. These relief sculptures, after all, offer no 
rendering of the figure or image of the body. Rather, they use the found 
object and assemblage to produce a compacted abstract field that evokes 
garments and body parts only to dilute any meaning one would ascribe 
to them. Instead, the works offer preposterous allusions to their multiplica-
tions and combinations. They intimate but do not image the bodily and 
the sexual. This is accomplished in an open way, with their non-figuration 
and bodily allusion combining to solicit successive recognitions and iden-
tifications. For instance, Lowery Stokes Sims described Ali Stoker as a work 
that

ooze[s] a tense, turgid sexuality, reinforced in the allusive shapes and 
contorted arrangements that make us realize we’re not in Kansas anymore. 
Pipes, vacuum hoses, zippers and studs swirl around one another, connect 
with one another, penetrate one another, emit one another. It is an orgy 
of intercourse: raised mounds suggest breasts, concavities vaginas, and the 
hoses and pipes, of course, penises.67

Sims accurately describes the process of looking at Ali Stoker’s “orgy of 
intercourse.” The more one examines the work and follows its serpentine 
auto-penetrations, the more the initial obviousness of its imagery turns in 
on itself and metamorphoses (fig. 93).

Grossman further connected this work explicitly with gender through 
the obscure title, naming it after a large, unruly German Shepherd she 
purchased to protect her after she moved to Eldridge Street. Named “Petz 
Ali Baba,” the dog proved to be a headache. “That miserable dog,” Gross-
man has recalled, “he was mopping the floors with me. He was black, and 
he had these muscular paws. He was practically bursting. Not cute at all.”68 
For her, the dog became a competing presence in her studio, full of mus-
cular energy. “Everything that was black and macho I named after that 
dog,” she has said.69 An earlier relief assemblage on white canvas, Ali of 
Nostrand (1965) also referred to the beast (and humorously gave it notice-
able breast-like forms in the upper left). Returning to this motif a year 
later, Grossman amplified the macho image with “stoker,” referring to 
“stoking coal in the bottom of the world. Black coal. Intestinal.”70

Combined with the loaded imagery of the black leather jacket, the 
churning and tentacular Ali Stoker was an image of restless masculine 
energy. She has explained, “It’s a coal stoker, it’s Ali the dog, it’s energy.”71 
Mark Daniel Cohen once called it “an assembly of black leather, metal and 

93 Detail of Nancy Grossman, Ali Stoker.
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rubber that is a fury of teeming coils, serpentine and torturous, and tortured 
in its windings – the writhing intestinal mass of a painful revolt.”72 Nev-
ertheless, the very excess of such imagery and the endless penile looping 
of the tubes ultimately tempers the flaying and contortions of these skins 
with absurdity (see fig. 93). Even more so than Bride, Ali Stoker flouts the 
exposure of genital imagery as a means of deflating its power and question-
ing its relationship to gendered behaviors (and garments). Just as the frank 
exposure of Bride fails to limit gender, so too does Ali Stoker caricature 
“macho” in a work that penetrates itself. In so doing, the work relies on 
the gay male connotations of the black leather jacket to show how exag-
gerated masculinity is also the receptive object of sexual desires. Neverthe-
less, the work does not settle on this reading but keeps gender and sexuality 
transforming through its abstract bodily topographies. Remember, Sims saw 
this same work’s “orgy of intercourse” suggesting breasts and vaginas as well 
as penises.73 Both ways of looking at Ali Stoker – as many sexes or as the 
same sex penetrating itself – complicate and caricature the idea that the 
masculinity one might attribute either to the black leather jacket or to the 
penis is inviolable. As Catherine Lord has remarked, “Grossman under- 
stood earlier than most feminist theorists the performative aspects of 
masculinity.”74

Overall, in Grossman’s relief assemblages, every revelation that the expo-
sure of the sexed body or the gendered garment seems to promise is 
undercut, and genitals and genders are made to appear insufficient, exag-
gerated, unrooted, or ludicrous. “There’s always something funny about the 
assemblages. Something hilariously funny,” Grossman has asserted.75 The 
reliefs are still tortured, tangled, and dark but their seriousness has been 
tempered by absurdity. Like black humor, they incite discomfort and 
laughter at the same time.

This humor is frequently directed at the authority of the genitals in 
determining who a person is, and Grossman’s work mocks their truth-value 
as supposed primary trait of gendered personhood. In this, she attacks the 
assumption that the genitals are a natural sign – manifested most baldly 
with the assignment of a gender to a baby at birth.76 This presumption is 
culturally invested as a precursor for assigning personhood, as Susan Stryker 
has argued. Speaking of the ways in which both the investment in dimor-
phic reproductive organs and the consequent assignment of binary gender 
are ideological, she explained:

[B]odies are rendered meaningful only through some culturally and his-
torically specific mode of grasping their physicality that transforms the 

flesh into a useful artifact. Gendering is the initial step in this transfor-
mation, inseparable from the process of forming an identity by means of 
which we’re fitted to a system of exchange in a heterosexual economy. 
Authority seizes upon the specific material qualities of the flesh, particu-
larly the genitals, as the outward indication of future reproductive poten-
tial, constructs this flesh as sign, and reads it to enculturate the body. 
Gender attribution is compulsory; it codes and deploys our bodies in 
ways that materially affect us, yet we choose neither our marks nor the 
meanings they carry.77

Grossman’s abstract assemblages bracket and parody the power of the “con-
struction of this flesh as sign” by detaching these parts from the body and 
absurdly playing them off cultural artifacts (the wedding dress, the leather 
jacket) that are themselves hyperbolically but arbitrarily gendered. There is 
nothing “natural” about the white dress as feminine or the black leather 
jacket as macho, and Grossman plays with both projections of gender onto 
them, inverting their terms and forcing other gendered imagery to com-
plicate any one-to-one correlation. Grossman’s assemblages compel us to 
look at the ersatz genitals on display as constructed (as with her ex-
boyfriend’s boots) and to recognize them as just one more unstable sign of 
gender circulating in the works, unattached even to bodies themselves. Just 
as Grossman’s abstract works could be seen to contribute to the exploration 
of the “part-object” in postwar art, her work again aligns with what Hal-
berstam has characterized as the specific use of the part-object (with refer-
ence to Hesse) as a central tactic for visualizing transgender through the 
“fetishistic practice of detaching organs from bodies.”78

The practice Grossman used to engage with abstraction – that of assem-
blage – increasingly brought her back to bodily imagery in the form of 
detached parts. Contrary to Berkson’s claim that she had “nostalgia” for 
them, however, I would argue that the nostalgia was his. Her works do not 
look backward to a past wholeness from which her parts came. They wryly 
recombine them into new futures. The items she used, from the horse har-
nesses to the boots to the clichéd leather jackets, all pointed to the bodies 
they once clothed and held but also celebrated the new constellations they 
had become. In turn, her material of leather itself allegorized this process 
of de-constructing one body to make another, which would play out in 
her works. During this phase of her work, bodies became visible through 
their parts, but these parts were opportunities for play, possibility, and humor 
amid the grave imagery of sex and gender.79 She has recalled, “In my work, 
especially in those machine-animal figures, they’re both male and female. 
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And I didn’t have to think about it consciously, because maybe it would 
have made me feel self-conscious, but they’re definitely that way.”80

The mobility of gender and its detachment from the supposed determi-
nation of the sexed body are recurring themes in Grossman’s discussions 
of her own practice. For instance, in a diary entry from 1991, Grossman 
recalled an encounter with one of her abstract assemblages from the 1960s 
in which she reiterated their openness with regard to gender:

This afternoon the temperature has reached a humid 100° in New York 
City. Very uncomfortable. I’ve been suffering with a headache all day but 
for an interlude when I opened the door of my un-air-conditioned 
sculpture studio where, a few days ago, I had begun to remove the 
mitered one-by-twos which framed a 1960s wall construction. Some of 
the leather in the piece had become dry and needed to be restored or, 
perhaps, replaced. Although I had no intention of working on the piece 
today in the light, airless space, somehow I began to approach it. An hour 
passed, another – no headache, no worries, no gender, no body. A closed 
space, a dream space, an ecstatic losing of my care-worn conscious self. 
That’s the way it is sometimes, like going out to play.81

The recombinant forms of the Sixties assemblages call for such accounts of 
potentiality and unforeclosed possibility through their staging of reworking 
of skins, bodies, and compositions. With their detached, preposterous parts 
and their humorous play with the signification of gender, these sculptures 
call for an open-ended account of the body’s mutability and gender’s inhabi-
tation of it. They evoke the body through garments even as they atomize 
it into mere components that promiscuously form new constellations.

When she made her figurative turn and started making the head sculp-
tures in 1968, Grossman asserted that she was “reclaiming the body.”82 Not 
without a touch of humor, her reclaiming of the body left it behind to 
focus on the head. Moving from the genitals to the head was the next step 
in taking the body not as a biological given but as something that could 
be remade and re-inhabited. She told Nemser,

The figure, male or female, is an erect phallus since it is walking upright 
on the earth. Its head, which is equivalent to the head of the phallus, is 
its most aggressive part. After all, your head which is the seat of your 
hang-ups is also your most powerful organ, not your penis or your vagina. 
I know male artists experience making art in a so-called very female way. 
It is not about getting a hard-on. The whole concept of inspiration is 

about being filled. Actually in this act of art-making we are really bi-
sexual and it’s too bad the word is so distorted and politicized at this 
point. People feel so fugitive about saying it and will insist everything is 
black and white while the world is greying all around them.83

In her subsequent work, Grossman pursued these grey areas. Her consist-
ent demand that viewers see the leather heads as self-portraits has just that 
unsettling effect, as I shall discuss. The same thing happens with the reliefs. 
The unabashed and gleeful toying with genitalia casts them as just parts 
that explain little. These detached genital forms float among tangles made 
from the skins of animals that were, themselves, remade as bodily containers 
(garments, harnesses, boots) before being de-constructed and re-constructed 
by Grossman. In this process, from cow to human garment to leather scraps 
to the assembled allusion to a vagina or a penis, Grossman does nothing 
less than ask us to see the body as raw material, to be remade. Hers is a 
preposterous account of the body that, in all its earnestness and struggle, 
ultimately questions sexual difference as determining who we are or can be- 
come.

making and hiding: grossman’s practice  
of self-portraiture

The abstract relief assemblages of 1965 to 1967 disrupt gender’s identifica-
tion with the sexed body, mock the importance given to genitals as a 
determinant of personhood, and stage the body’s mutability. Arising from 
a feminist stance, these works mark Grossman’s attempt to wrestle with the 
body and its supposed determinism. At first, she recast it through the lens 
of abstraction, leaving only hints of recognizable bodily imagery in the 
non-figural fields presented by her compounded and layered relief con-
structions. This process of bodily abstraction, paradoxically, continued as 
Grossman turned to figuration in 1968 with the works that became her 
most famous, the leather-bound heads (fig. 94). As one critic summarized 
it in 1972, “Heads are her figures.”84

Despite their apparent straightforwardness, the head sculptures are far more 
complex and compacted than they first appear. In other words, they lend 
themselves to being “misrecognized,” as Nayland Blake has compellingly 
argued.85 That is, Grossman’s head sculptures have been seen not just as rep-
resentational but as uncomfortably explicit. Viewers often greet her works 
with a shock of recognition and a knowing nod. The use of leather and 
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restraints has led many viewers to assume that these works depict s/m prac-
tices, which often take black leather as their favored material. At first glance, 
the works do seem to resemble the world of bondage hoods, ball gags, sensory 
deprivation gear, and the rest. The buckles and snaps, the evidence of the 
inner wooden core straining against the tightly bound leather, and the viola-
tion of the human head and face could find a place among the material 
culture developed by communities for whom sexual and erotic practices of 
domination and submission were the organizing themes. Importantly, however, 
these sculptures are not these things. Their leather skins are not mere gar-
ments. They cannot be removed and replaced. They are integral and formed 
in direct and intimate contact with the wooden sculptural core. These mere 
heads do not represent sex, though it is assumed that they scandalously do.

An inquiry into Grossman’s process helps to clarify the apparent con-
tradiction between others’ assumptions about the explicit content of these 

works and Grossman’s own claims that these are self-portraits that speak to 
broader human and political themes. While one might think that they are 
simpler in form than the tangled abstract reliefs of the previous years, Gross-
man’s heads, in fact, rely on an equally intense project of reworking, 
binding, and transforming. They are meticulously made and are the products 
of Grossman’s extensive, but often hidden, labor.

Grossman’s art training was in drawing and illustration, and her early 
recognition came as a painter. Only when she started “drawing” with 
leather straps did she more decisively turn to sculpture. This led, as discussed 
earlier, to the complex re-assemblies of clothing, shoes, and objects for 
which Grossman drew on knowledge she had gained as a child working 
in her family’s garment factory. Her experience with the patterns and 
structures of the clothing and shoes fostered her understanding of the 
shapes and possibilities of the garments that she dismembered and reas-
sembled. She was never really trained in conventional sculptural practices, 
however. When she decided to make the head sculptures, she taught herself 
to carve wood.

The first stage of Grossman’s making of a sculpture was to create a fully 
carved wooden head with details and nuances (see fig. 95). Grossman tells 
stories of using the wrong tools and the wrong materials as she was learn-
ing to make these. “When I started to do these head sculpture, I didn’t 
even know how to carve. I was whacking away with carpenter’s tools. I 
didn’t even know the difference.”86 In keeping with her attitudes toward 
remaking, even the wood was repurposed and transformed. For the first 
years of the heads, the wood was not solid but instead made of planks that 
were glued together to make a block.87 Grossman would scavenge two-by-
fours and other scraps for this purpose. Sometimes, noses and other protru-
sions would be made separately and covered in cast shells made from a 
special mix of epoxy paint that she developed to give them their shiny, 
sealed surface. As with the leather, this shiny candy-coating layer protects 
and obscures the underlying wooden sculpture. When there are exposed 
teeth, dentures are embedded into the wood sculpture, hiding the core as 
well. The open mouth of M. L. Sweeney is even covered in black leather 
(see fig. 105). Once fully carved and assembled, these elaborate heads would 
then be covered by not one but two layers of leather. Between the black 
outer skin and the wooden core, Grossman added a precisely molded layer 
of thinner leather (usually red, but sometimes tan or purple) that is visible 
only as it peaks out in details around the nose (figs. 95–97). In this process, 
the double covering of the initial sculpture has great significance, for it 
embeds within the final sculpture two reiterative inner layers that are 

94 Nancy Grossman, No 
Name, 1968. Leather, wood, 
paint, epoxy, and hardware, 
38.1 × 17.8 × 25.4 cm  
(15 × 7 × 10 in.).
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evidence of being stretched to take in the head. The denominator for this 
is Grossman’s own physical exertion, the history of which is evident in the 
perfectly crafted surfaces and their tautness.

Grossman’s sculptures (and the full extent of her artistic labor) are never 
simply or fully visible from the exterior skin. (fig. 98) These works trade 
on the idea of covering. Cumulatively, her heads problematize visibility, 
both by blinding her depicted characters and by doubly protecting their 
faces and her sculpting from our gaze. Despite what many take to be its 
frankness and blatancy, that is, Grossman’s practice reminds us that we 
should distrust our urge quickly to decode visually and to categorize the 
exterior. As with the use of recycled and repurposed materials, what is easily 
visible to us at present never tells the whole story.

heavily worked but largely invisible to the viewer. As she said in 1971, “It’s 
the idea of making something, then hiding it again.”88

After binding colored-leather-clad wooden heads in black leather, Gross-
man would then create intricate lines of force across the landscape of the 
head and neck with straps, zippers, and nails hammered in rows through 
the leather into the wood. She has often talked of these works – that others 
see as sexual and scandalous – in dynamic material and formal terms, 
reminding viewers to attend to the variation across the surface of the works 
established by her invention of lines from her material. Without a doubt, 
however, these same elements are also read through the intense physicality 
required to make them. Tightly laced, buckled in, and bound, the surfaces 
of these works exhibit real material tension as the pliant leather bears the 

95 Richard Avedon, documentation of Nancy Grossman studio, 13 November 1970.

96 Nancy Grossman, Blunt, 1968. Leather, wood, hard-
ware, and lacquer, 43.5 × 19.1 × 22.2 cm (171/8 × 71/2 × 
83/4 in.). Private collection.

97 Detail of Nancy Grossman, Blunt.
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The material practice of “making something, then hiding it again” is 
integral to Grossman’s repeated assertion that these works are self-portraits. 
With the great care it took to make then sheath the deeper layers of the 
sculptures, she invested in a process resulting in works that were evocative 
of her identifications, empathies, and thoughts. The head sculptures are, in 
this way, part of the tradition of conceptual self-portraiture in which the 
resemblance of the artist’s body to the artwork is not assumed.

Grossman’s nomination of her head sculptures as self-portraits is neither 
straightforward nor emotionally singular. In the next section, I shall examine 
the implications of this with regard to gender, but it is helpful to provide 
an example of how the works incorporate more than that concern and 
how they result from complex identifications and emotions on Grossman’s 
part. Although they seem to exhibit relatively small variations to some 
viewers, the head sculptures often relate to specific moments of her history 
and life. Many of her titles have autobiographical or anecdotal cues (espe-
cially the often unexplained initials attributed to some of the heads). More 

broadly, she has often spoken of the head sculptures as embodying her own 
frustrations and emotions. She would spend long hours in her studio while 
listening to the news on the radio, and many of the early works register 
her responses to political events of the late 1960s and 1970s, in particular 
the Vietnam War. This was the case with the sculpture Mary, which was 
named after the disgraced Lieutenant William Calley, as Raven explained 
in her monograph on Grossman (fig. 99). She reported that Grossman said 
of this work, “Mary was a sissy boy.”89

To understand this statement and its identificatory complexity, one must 
think through the implications of a sculpture such as Mary both emerging 
from a political context and being a “self-portrait.” Grossman was disgusted 
by the Vietnam War, and Calley came for many to embody American atroci-
ties in the conflict. He had ordered the killing of unarmed civilians in the 
infamous 1968 “My Lai Massacre,” and he was a recurring topic of discus-
sion in the press following his being charged with mass murder. He was 
ultimately found guilty of murder of only a small number of those killed 
(only to have his life sentence reduced to house arrest by a presidential 
pardon from Richard Nixon in 1971), and the highly publicized trial 
brought home for the American public the savagery of the conflict. News 
of the My Lai massacre had prompted outrage but the guilty verdict nev-
ertheless proved divisive, with some defending Calley’s role as a soldier (and, 
by extension, the “good” being done by American intervention in the 
region) and others decrying the indiscriminate murder of civilians. Debate 
on questions of guilt and responsibility circled around the coverage of the 
trial, leaving opinion raw and polarized.

Grossman’s work on Mary coincided with the trial, which went on from 
the winter of 1970 through to the spring of the following year. Listening 
to radio coverage and reading the newspapers, Grossman would have become 
aware of the reporting on Calley and his personality in which his masculin-
ity and maturity were questioned. Reporters often mentioned his short 
height (about the same as Grossman’s, in fact). There was much speculation 
about his over-attachment to parental figures (including a transference onto 
his commanding officer, Ernest Medina). A profile in the New York Times 
Sunday Magazine described him as “altogether too much a pathetic cipher 
of a man to be anyone’s hero, villain or symbol of anything. Five-foot-3, 
puffy-eyed, lop-eared.” The reporter continued: “It is no wonder that Calley 
craved affection. He told psychiatrists that in the primary grades he always 
tried to be near his music teacher so he’d be the one she’d choose to sit 
with her at the piano and turn the pages of the music.”90 As James Olson 
and Randy Roberts have explained in their history of the massacre, “Most 

98 Richard Avedon, Nancy Grossman sculptures in progress, 13 November 1970.
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of [Calley’s] men regarded him as something of a pint-sized joke, a Napoleon 
want-to-be who demanded a level of respect he never earned. He reminded 
one of his platoon members of ‘a little kid trying to play war.’ ” Medina, 
they reported, called Calley “Sweetheart.”91 It was this context that informed 
Grossman’s referring to him as a “sissy boy.”92 As Raven explained, “Gross-
man considered the Vietnam War to be a rank failure of the American 
Dream, and representative of a pathological stunting of growth – a preado-
lescent worldview that produced aberrant masculinist behaviors.”93 Probably 
titling the work with reference to the gay slang term for an effeminate man, 
“Mary,” Grossman created this work as an image of frustrated and stunted 
masculinity, needing to be contained. She talked about the fact that the 
leather-clad face was itself under an additional layer of flaps that covered its 
emotive facial expression and that could be snapped shut over the entire 
face (see figs. 99 and 100). “The form completely changed when it was 

opposite and right  
99 and 100  

Nancy Grossman, Mary, 
1970–1. Wood, dyed 
leather, metal, paint, 

epoxy, and thread,  
33 × 24.1 × 20.3 cm 

(13 × 91/2 × 8 in.). 
Collection of Mr. and 

Mrs. Julian Taub.
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straps, laces, and snaps all provide visualization of the two contrasting forces 
at work in a Grossman sculpture – the struggle to express outwardly and 
the struggle to hold in (fig. 101).

While most people assume that Grossman’s heads are simply and explic-
itly being tied in and restrained, the heads are also being protected and 
buffered. “Grossman’s pieces come much closer to armor and prosthetic 
than restraint and fetish,” as Nayland Blake has noted.98 Indeed, Grossman 
was looking at a wide range of masks and faces, as can be seen in Richard 
Avedon’s previously unpublished 1970 photographs documenting her studio 
wall (fig. 102). Grossman looked to such disparate sources as Mexican Lucha 
Libre wrestlers, African facial painting and decoration, protective masks, 
medical prosthetics, and animals as sources for her exploration of facial 

snapped shut,” she said, indicating how the specific elements of the sculpture 
related to its themes of containment and disclosure.94

While being critical of Calley with her association of this work with 
him, her description of him as a “sissy boy” nevertheless cast him as lonely 
child made to compensate for his physical and emotional difference. The 
brutality of that lifetime of compulsory compensation was evident in his 
adult atrocities. Mary offers a particularly complex case of Grossman’s con-
flicting emotions and identifications with her work. In it, the physical 
intensity of the binding and (in this case, triple) covering is revealed to be 
both aggressive and protective as it attacks the adult and registers the frus-
trations of the misunderstood child. This work, however, is not a portrait 
of Calley, even though its title encapsulates Grossman’s political anger at 
the Vietnam War (something known only from Raven’s insider informa-
tion). It is, according to Grossman, a self-portrait, and we can see seething 
within its political critique an empathy with the misunderstood, diminutive 
boy and the shame he was made to feel for failing to live up the ideal of 
masculinity that was laid onto him. This work, in other words, fears the 
policing of “proper” masculinity that stunted this boy. She did not forgive 
Calley or justify his actions so much as rail against a society that produced 
this monster. Her political anger and feelings of individual frustration in 
the face of war – and her rage at the burdens of normalcy laid onto chil-
dren – make Mary both deeply political and deeply personal.

Often, however, we are not given the context for Grossman’s titling of 
the works and she prefers to leave their individual histories opaque. Nev-
ertheless, Raven’s disclosure about Mary helps to illustrate how Grossman’s 
head sculptures engage with larger political and social contexts while also 
being vehicles for questions of personal history, self-determination, and 
identity. Cumulatively, the works speak to such emotional conflicts and 
frustrations. The carved sculptures sometimes (but not always) have con-
torted or screaming faces for this reason. As one critic wrote, “Sheathed in 
anonymity, straining to be free, these make ferocious gestures and a strong, 
silent bid for human liberation.”95 Again, Grossman linked her practice to 
a mode of Abstract Expressionism, seeing the work as an evocation of the 
things for which she could find no words.96 “The words are used up,” she 
once said.97 As with the relief sculptures, the intense physical exertion of 
creating these works was her version of the Abstract Expressionist painters’ 
gestural actions. The wood she chose was intended for building and con-
struction, and it was resistant to being carved. Hacking away these assem-
bled blocks of wood only to obscure them, Grossman directed her thoughts 
and energies into the process of carving and transforming. The buckles, 

101 Nancy Grossman, 
M.U.S., 1969. Wood,  
dyed leather, metal,  

paint, epoxy, and thread,  
40.6 × 17.1 × 20.3 cm  

(16 × 63/4 × 8 in.). 
Collection of  

Daniel W. Deitrich II.
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protection and covering. For instance, in one of Avedon’s photographs, the 
corkboard has a range of such materials including a prominently attached 
triptych showing the evolution of hockey masks (at the right is the famous 
progenitor of the modern hockey mask designed by Bill Burchmore for 
the Montreal player Jacques Plante, who became the first goalie to wear a 
mask when he premiered this invention at a match at Madison Square 
Garden on 1 November 1959.99) This emphasis on protection also informs 
the physicality of her work, and the bi-directional energy embedded in her 
protective bindings is crucial. If one takes seriously that these are self-
portraits (and one should), then the layers of leather tightly bound to these 
cores are recognizable as defense from the exterior. The outermost level of 
leather functions as armor just as much as it functions as restraint, and 
Grossman is adamant that the wooden core sculptures be completely 
covered. They are vessels for her identifications. They are for her, and she 
is their only viewer.100 The two-ply leather blocks intrusive gazes. Like the 
use of explicit and confrontational genital imagery in the relief assemblages, 
the extravagantly buckled, zippered, and strapped exteriors of the head 
sculptures use extremity and bluster as decoy.

Grossman is not forthcoming about the autobiographical specifics of her 
works. The complex identifications she has with her head sculptures (which 
she summarizes through the nomination “self-portrait”) are themselves 
hidden within her technique and in the scene of their creation. Conse-
quently, most viewers of a Grossman sculpture remain arrested by the exter- 
ior layer.

explicit assumptions: s/m and the reception of 
grossman’s sculpture in the 1970s

Grossman’s head sculptures are confrontational, there is no doubt. The tight 
laces and the straining zippers spark proprioceptive memories of straining 
to tie, to zip, to buckle, to hold in. The impact of viewing a Grossman head 
can activate sense memories and fears in some – whether or not they have 
ever experienced any degree of restraint or bondage. Recognizing this can 
help explain the visceral and direct effects these works often have. Under-
standing the feel and resistance of leather bound so tightly, the viewer is 
also confronted with an image in which eyes, ears, and sometimes nose and 
mouth have been covered. This prompts some viewers to imagine them-
selves as binding or bound in restraints such as those they think they see 
when looking at a Grossman sculpture.

102 Richard Avedon, 
documentation of Nancy 
Grossman studio wall,  
13 November 1970. 
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The affective impact of her work drives many viewers’ rush to see Gross-
man’s use of black leather and binding as simply equivalent to s/m devices. 
Such associations have determined Grossman’s reception since the first head 
sculptures of 1968. Bondage gear was commercially available throughout 
the 1960s. Leather hoods and masks had become part of the visual vocabu-
lary of illicit erotica propagated in magazines.101 This is attested by the 
remarkable tell-all book about the sexual subculture of heterosexual 
“swinger” couples and fetishists late in the 1950s and early in the 1960s, 
Michael Leigh’s Velvet Underground, first published in 1963.102 In that book, 
Leigh discussed the mail-order catalogues where leather masks and hoods 
could be ordered. Such material culture became identified with Grossman’s 
head sculptures soon after they began to be exhibited. John Perreault cited 
Leigh’s book in his 1971 review of Grossman’s exhibition in New York at 
Cordier & Ekstrom, saying “This is and is not a manifestation of the velvet 
underground.” He continued:

Leather is not a neutral art material. It is a “loaded” material, a fantasy 
material. The fantasies involved are of a dark sort, fringed jackets and 
cowboy boots aside. We are in the realm of S.S. uniforms, odd sex. (Come 
to think of it, all sex is odd if you really think about it.) But leaf through 
a porno shop or cruise the West Village; visit dark bars, not all of them 
along the waterfront.103

The context for this riff was Perreault’s puzzling over Grossman’s popularity 
with collectors. After all, Grossman’s turn from abstraction to figuration ran 
counter to dominant trends of the 1960s.104 Her sculptures of heads over-
took her practice and quickly became a sensation. First shown at the Whit-
ney Annual in 1968, these sculptures soon sold rapidly, and Grossman kept 
up a frantic pace of production. The success of her 1971 solo show led 
Perreault to observe:

Not everyone is having a bad year. A red dot next to an art work in a 
gallery usually means “sold” (blue means “reserved”). On one level, red 
dots are the equivalent of grade school stars, and there are red dots all 
over the place at Cordier & Ekstrom where Nancy Grossman is showing 
her “leather heads” to full advantage.105

While, as mentioned earlier, her work would increasingly sit uneasily in 
mainstream conceptions of 1970s contemporary art, at the beginning of the 
decade she had a surge of attention from critics and collectors. Many of 
these collectors were drawn to her work because they misrecognized it as 

emblematic of the s/m community (both gay and straight) that was bur-
geoning in New York, as Perreault’s comments attest.

A close study of the heads reveals that few of them would actually func-
tion well as bondage gear nor do they resemble the commercially available 
hoods at the time in any but the most general way (figs. 101, 103–105, 107) 
It was, however, the association with black leather and the projective inhabi-
tation of the heads by viewers that allowed collectors and critics to jump 
to that conclusion. This misrecognition overtook Grossman’s reputation. In 
addition to reviews in the art press, her works soon began to be discussed 
in magazines noted for their erotic content. For instance, in 1971 the 
German magazine Twen published a sensationalist article titled “Nancy 
Grossman’s leather monsters” that played up this content.106 In 1972, Playboy 
Enterprises’ Oui magazine included Grossman in a story about “young s/m 
artists.”107 This led to errors of association, such as when Gert Schiff put 
Grossman’s Caracas (1971) in the “Sex–Sadism” section of his exhibition 
Images of Horror and Fantasy at the Bronx Museum, New York and declared 
in the catalogue that the sculpture “pays tribute to a recently much pub-
licized elite, the leather scene.”108 As noted earlier, Nayland Blake has suc-
cinctly yet decisively refuted such misreadings of Grossman’s work in his 
2012 essay on the artist. He rightly noted that “The leather heads, in their 
graphic power and profound isolation, are easily mistaken for artifacts from 
a sexual community rapidly devolving into a ‘lifestyle’ as it grew into 
visibility.”109

Grossman claims to have been unaware of this flourishing s/m culture 
when she started making the head sculptures, and she has been consistent 
in this. While her work evidences a general familiarity with such related 
aspects as the popular iconography of gay male culture (as in the black 
leather jacket in Ali Stoker; see fig. 91), there is little of the range of s/m’s 
dense and varied material culture such as that catalogued in Leigh’s Velvet 
Underground and other contemporary sources. Despite the fact that s/m was 
neither Grossman’s source nor her aim, she was quickly exposed to it when 
she started exhibiting the head sculptures. Viewers and fans approached her 
thinking she was “in the know.” She has recounted to me a story of an 
English neighbor who, on seeing her works early on, said “Oh, you’re one 
of those people” and proceeded to invite her over to peruse his catalogues 
and magazines filled with such material.110

Most have followed suit, ignored Grossman’s protestations to the contrary, 
and chosen superficially to associate her work with s/m practices. So, while 
s/m may not have been central to Grossman’s stated or conscious intentions 
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at the outset, it was nevertheless crucial to her works’ reception history. 
This is most true in the case of Grossman’s many gay male collectors. As 
Blake observed about Grossman’s early reception, “What does it mean when 
one’s work is made emblematic in spite of oneself? Grossman’s work was 
taken up and championed by a group of gay men who misread the ideas 
and desires in the work through their hunger for the types of representa-
tion they lacked.”111 Indeed, within a few years of their debut, the head 
sculptures could be spotted in interior design articles, such as those in Home 
and Garden and Connaissance des arts, where they were set in men’s elabo-
rately decorated apartments and houses.112 As Perreault snarkily commented 
in reference to this trend in 1971, “Grossman’s heads are male. Although it 
may be irrelevant and a bit insulting, it is amusing to imagine the wooden 
craniums bound by leather as belonging to male fashion designers.”113 This 
was registered more than a few times by those who noted the presence of 
Grossman’s sculptures in “designer” houses. A 1977 article in Residential 
Interiors, for instance, illustrated the designer Bill Goldsmith’s New York 

apartment (featuring a Grossman sculpture on the first page of the article) 
about which the cheeky author reported that it “reflects his enthusiasm for 
involving and expressing his interests in his personal habitation.”114 Gross-
man has noted, as well, that during these years the association of her work 
with gay men also led Jack Smith, Andy Warhol, and Robert Mapplethorpe 
to ask to visit her studio.115

Without a doubt, gay men became central to Grossman’s success and 
were, ultimately, her main patrons in the 1970s. It was during the 1960s 
and 1970s that an urban, gay male leather culture grew rapidly in New 
York and other cities. Grossman’s heads became quickly absorbed into that 
iconography. While there had been covert s/m (both gay and straight) net-

103 Richard Avedon, Nancy Grossman’s Andro sculptures in progress, 13 November 1970. 

104 Nancy Grossman, Andro III and Andro IV, 1969–71. Both wood, dyed leather, metal, 
paint, epoxy, and thread, each 30.5 × 25.4 × 15.2 cm (12 × 10 × 6 in.).
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works for decades, gay men in the 1960s began to establish meeting places 
(bars and clubs) for the s/m community, and leather began to be adopted 
more widely as a particularly gay male signifier (as discussed earlier in rela-
tion to Ali Stoker). This expanded and deepened in the 1970s, becoming a 
general topic of fascination regularly discussed in the press.116 Highly visible 
at the start of the decade, Grossman’s sculptures became inadvertently iconic 
of these developments. Jack Fritscher, the editor of Drummer magazine, 
recalled: “Whatever Nancy Grossman intends with her beautiful beheaded 
sculptures, the Satanic quotient of her existential decapitations exerts a 
dynamic voodoo pull. Rich, gay, New York leather men particularly respond 
to her severed male heads in bondage, as if the sculptures are the ‘speaking 
oracles’ of some kind of leather fith-fath.”117

Fritscher was referring to a specific event that he had experienced in 
1978 (he mentions it a few times in his voluminous writings). He had been 

sent to a sex party at a townhouse in Manhattan’s Upper East Side by 
Mapplethorpe (his lover at the time). The gathering was hosted by a well-
known television actor (whom he did not name). As Fritscher described it, 
the party was “scatalogically satanic sadomasochism” and involved a ritual-
istic scene:

The afternoon’s sensuality centered around artist Nancy Grossman’s 
sculpture of a head wrapped in black leather bondage. A large leather 
dildo protruded from the head’s mouth. I don’t know whether that was 
part of the original sculpture or something added to enhance its powers 
of conjuration. . . . Under the looming presence of the Grossman totem 
sculpture, the featured players moved to the heights of ecstasy of flesh 
and blood.118

Telling of the violation and alteration of a sculpture, this sensational anec-
dote may well be apocryphal. However, the ritualistic scene described by 
Fritscher (with Grossman’s work named each time he repeated this story) 
attests to the powerful association with s/m culture that her sculptures 
incited. In other words, even though it is unclear if this was an actual work 
of hers that had been modified and exploited, its presence in the story 
attests to the fact that she was, at the very least, iconic enough to have gay 
s/m scat witches as forgers.

Fritscher would have known about Grossman through Mapplethorpe, 
and the same associations of her work with s/m had drawn the photogra-
pher to her. Grossman and Mapplethorpe developed a friendship, and he 
was anxious to take photographs of her sculpture. She has recalled: “When 
I made the heads he was really knocked out. He said, ‘I’d love to photo-
graph them. Can I just borrow them? I’d love to photograph them in my 
basement.’ And I said, ‘You can’t because I don’t want them to be actors 
in your play.’ They’re full figures. They’re already doing their thing. They’re 
already themselves.”119 Nevertheless, Grossman allowed Mapplethorpe to 
photograph the works (at her studio) and found that he still attempted to 
make them into characters (fig. 106). “He made the light into a drama. . . . I 
didn’t want them to be anybody’s props.”120 Grossman’s resistance to Map-
plethorpe’s taking over of her work was no doubt influenced by the way 
he and others began to treat her as familiar and experienced with s/m 
culture (against her own protestations). She recalled that Mapplethorpe was 
“a sufficiently secure kid, he was a very middle-class kid, so that he could 
be excited by outrageous things.”121 Much like the English neighbor who 
showed her his bondage gear catalogues, Mapplethorpe felt enabled by his 

105 Nancy Grossman, M.L. 
Sweeney, 1969–70. Wood, dyed 
leather, paint, thread, and cast 
resin, 41.3 × 17.5 × 24.4 cm 
(161/4 × 67/8 × 95/8 in.).
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projection onto her work to show Grossman sexually explicit materials. She 
continued, “He used to put out the signal – come and talk to me, come 
and show me everything. He was definitely a voyeur, very excited, but 
scared too.”122

A similar confidence was paid by Diane Arbus, with whom Grossman 
became friends near the end of the photographer’s life. (Grossman and her 
best friend and roommate Anita Siegel were, according to Arbus’s biogra-
pher, Patricia Bosworth, the last people to see her before she committed 
suicide in 1971. That year, Grossman titled a head sculpture Arbus.123) Arbus 
had started photographing s/m establishments and bringing those photo-
graphs to Grossman. As Bosworth recounted, “She’d shown Nancy Gross-
man a picture of a woman done up in high boots and not much else 
debasing a naked man on all fours. The image was assaulting, Nancy says. 
It was like looking at a literal description of the act. Diane seemed a little 
scared and shocked when she handed it to her, but she said nothing.”124 
The stories of Arbus and Mapplethorpe both attest to the ways in which 
Grossman was understood by many to be familiar with s/m culture. While 
she was, as she said, not “one of those people,” her unjudgmental attitude 
toward these friends no doubt allowed her to offer a sensitive ear despite 
their misconceptions of what her work meant about her.

Again, this belief that Grossman was “in the know” affected not just her 
personal relationships but also the ways in which her work was dis-
cussed – and misappropriated. For instance, the Village Voice ran a salacious 
article on s/m in 1975 with a Grossman head sculpture as its central illus-
tration. The contradictory caption dutifully read: “While she is not a part 
of the leather scene, Nancy Grossman’s sculpture of confined males such 
as the head above, are highly regarded by sm devotees.”125 Problematic as 
this article was, it contains several interesting details about Grossman. For 
instance, she is reported as saying about Scott Burton’s 1975 Five Themes of 
Solitary Behavior, “that’s really sm.” His reply: “I guess I’ll have to accept 
that, coming from you.”126 This statement serves to register Grossman’s 
growing awareness of s/m by 1975 as well as the general misapprehension 
that she was an authority on it. More importantly, the article then went 
on to explain Grossman’s exhaustion at this association. The reporter con-
veyed Grossman’s rejection and discomfort with this narrow view of her 
work, noting that she asked to be excluded from the article (a request the 
reporter gleefully conveyed and summarily ignored). Despite his attempt to 
cast doubt on her, she nevertheless gave the reporter a concise retort to 
the common misreading of the imagery of confinement in her work: 
“That’s not sm. That’s the human condition.”127

Through such unsolicited encounters (with strangers and friends) and 
sensationalist appropriations of her sculptures, Grossman’s success did, in fact, 
lead to her growing recognition of the iconography of s/m and the resem-
blance of her work to its material culture.128 As her words just quoted 
indicate, by 1975, she had become familiar with the reasons why her work 
was misread as s/m. During this time, however, a discernible shift began in 
her head sculptures. Gradually, the style of the earlier, heavily restrained heads 
gave way to a less accessorized and more simplified way of working that 
came to characterize her head sculptures of the 1980s. Starting around 1975, 
Grossman redirected her work, saying that her newer heads were less auto-
biographical and not self-portraits in the same way: “These heads, which are 
much more open, are much more themselves. They become themselves.”129 
In the sculptures of the later years of the 1970s, Grossman more often show-
cased cleaner, uniform surfaces with few (or no) bindings or buckles. (See, 
for instance, the work Cob II, 1977–80, that is on the left of Mapplethorpe’s 
photograph, fig. 106.) They began to have eyes that were open and uncov-
ered. Most significantly, this new phase depicted physiognomies that approxi-
mated traits associated with individuals of African descent, though most of 
the noses continue to be colored white. It seems that the iconography of 
restraint and resistance so important to Grossman’s earlier head sculptures 
was recast through an empathetic identification with the struggle against 
racism. This would accord with her support of the Civil Rights movement, 
which is voiced in some interviews. The black leather now seems less like 
binding and more like the skin itself. Grossman’s late 1970s shift of physi-
ognomy coupled with the abandonment of her bindings and buckles can 
be understood as her attempt to find an iconography that would not be 
misread as kink but that nevertheless explored the idea of the struggle for 
self-determination against resistance and prejudice. However, the contorted 
faces that characterized the Vietnam-era work no longer dominate. Instead, 
Grossman gave most of her later heads calm and dignified faces. With their 
more self-possessed affect and their open eyes, these heads convey a resolve 
and strength that is different from the conflicted emotional expressions and 
the restraint/armor of the earlier head sculptures.

Even when looking at this different work of the late 1970s and 1980s, 
however, critics and the press continued to be happier with their “exposure” 
of Grossman and with the mischaracterization of her work as bondage 
iconography. The relationship between Grossman’s work and s/m has 
remained a constant topic in the reviews and writings on the artist. This 
descended to the point of caricature and an inability to see the works for 
themselves, as when one Village Voice writer tried to win points with her 
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Later, this same author fantasized about Grossman (whom she clearly never 
met in person) as a dominatrix, saying that the artist “cracks her whip 
seeking a feminist vengeance.” Such viewers imagined that they saw sex in 
Grossman’s heads, despite the fact that there was no representation of it or 
of the body. As with the more intentionally provocative 1964 film by Andy 
Warhol, Blow Job, the focus on the head and a bit of leather incited viewers 
to imagine the body and bodily relations not pictured.131

Grossman was not silent on this issue, as noted, and she never shied away 
from the importance of sexual and gendered content in her work, as I shall 
discuss presently. The heads, however, are not the s/m totems that many 
have made them out to be. As often happens with intimations of sex or 
desire, anything seen as evidence of a non-normative sexuality quickly 
dominates interpretations to the point where viewers claim to have more 
authentic knowledge about an artist than they themselves do. On this 
pleasure in assuming knowledge, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick remarked, “After 
all, the position of those who think they know something about one that one 
may not know oneself is an excited and empowered one.”132 In Grossman’s 
case, this has proven a constant obstacle, as viewers have chosen to ignore 
her passionate and committed statements, believing that they know better 
what this work is really about. Grossman’s works have been difficult for 
some museums to collect and display precisely because of this ungrounded 
fear that these head sculptures explicitly depict deviant sex – not, as Gross-
man has maintained, “the human condition.” Such misrecognitions generate 
the self-satisfied nod and wink that many viewers and critics have brought 
and continue to bring to Grossman’s sculpture. They have been snared by 
what they think is an explicit disclosure, never realizing that they are 
looking at a work that thematizes depth’s hiddenness, that grapples with 
the disjunctions between the inside and outside of personhood, and that 
allegorizes the struggle for self-determination.

the possibilities of bodilessness

Grossman emphasized the head because it left the determinations of the 
sexed body behind while nevertheless consolidating the emotional and 
psychological aspects of personhood. It was this decision that caused her 
to refashion her assemblage technique from the covering of relief sculpture’s 
flat planes to the acts of enveloping a psychologically charged and totemic 
image in three dimensions. The full implications of Grossman’s evocation 
of the body in the absence of its image come into focus when one asks 

106 Robert Mapplethorpe, Untitled (Nancy Grossman sculptures), 1980.

readers by starting a particularly specious review in 1980 with “I wouldn’t 
want to meet one of Nancy Grossman’s figures in a dark alley, but her 
militia of leather boys can be seen safely at Barbara Gladstone Gallery.”130 
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there is variation and ambiguity that exceeds such assignments. They seem, 
based on external appearances alone, to be patently not her. Nevertheless, 
she absorbs them into the genre that we understand as being most personal, 
most self-reflective, and most rooted in accounts of the self.

Her assertion that these works are self-portraits is thus a performative 
speech act. When using a performative, “to say it is to do it,” and any artist 
who nominates one of their works as a self-portrait cannot be refuted. 
Grossman’s consistent claim, then, has iterative force: it affects the ways in 
which these works can be interpreted. Again, the first look of recognition 
with a Grossman work is never the whole story, and one must move beyond 
the decoy of the explicit. Remember, with her 1960s abstract assemblages, 
she presented supposedly shocking imagery only to complicate the certainty 
that the exposure of the genitals was said to guarantee. With her head 
sculptures, she introduced work that resisted being read in relation to her 
gender (according to the predominant assumptions of the day) while 
demanding that they be read as self-expressive. What you first see is never 
what you get with Grossman, and an aim of her works has been to make 
the viewer nonplussed when attempting to recognize or to nominate 
gender. One of the central lessons of transgender history is that gender is 
not always readable as or on the surface; one must resist the impulse to 
assign gender to others as a predicate for recognizing personhood. Gross-
man’s works demand that one asks about gender beyond (or, more accu-
rately beneath) what one sees on the exterior.

By denying the importance of the body as determining of gender, Gross-
man’s work departed from much 1970s feminism that, increasingly over the 
course of the decade, rooted its claims in the body as a source of meaning 
and in an essentialist account of sexual difference. Grossman’s divergence 
from this position was already evident in the abstract assemblages of the 
1960s – as was her emphasis on the mutability of the body and of gender. 
Starting with the head sculptures, the possibilities of multiple identifications 
with gender became more directly readable through the contradiction pro-
duced by the performative nomination of them as self-portraits. For this 
reason, many increasingly found the leather heads difficult to accommodate 
fully into the varieties of feminist art-making as they developed in the 
1970s.134 Already by 1972, it was reported that Grossman “has been criticized 
by women’s lib organizations for neglecting the female figure . . .”135 Despite 
Grossman’s own feminist statements, her head sculptures seemed to disrupt 
the aims of mainstream feminist art practice that sought to locate an essen-
tial and core femininity in the (securely dimorphic) female body. Grossman’s 
head sculptures, on a cursory glance, offered neither the female nor the 

107 Nancy Grossman, B.Y.K., 
1969. Wood, dyed leather, 
metal, paint, epoxy, and thread, 
40.6 × 17.1 × 20.3 cm  
(16 × 63/4 × 8 in.). Collection 
of Daniel W. Deitrich ii.

not about sexuality but about gender. As with her earlier work, the quick 
read that many give either the assemblages or the head sculptures is eroded 
when Grossman’s statements about the work are taken into consideration. 
In particular, the claim that the head sculptures are self-portraits disrupts 
assumptions not just about authorship but also about gender. During the 
time when Grossman started making the heads, the work of women artists 
was all too often read solely as if it somehow expressed or reflected femi-
ninity. Grossman’s style visibly clashed with those expectations but she 
nevertheless claimed for her works the status of the genre that was most 
closely tied to biography and self-expression – self-portraiture. When I 
asked her about this, she reiterated the answer she has given to all inter-
viewers since the early 1970s – “absolutely, they’re self-portraits.”133 None 
seem to resemble her. They are often given obscure initials to evoke dif-
ferent names. Their physiognomies appear, to many, to be those of male-
bodied persons – though, on close analysis of the range of head sculptures, 
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body, and her critical engagement with gender’s complexity and mobility 
went unrecognized by many.

The misrecognition of her practice as s/m also pitted her against feminist 
discourse as it developed in the 1970s. As Gayle Rubin chronicled in the 
remarkable 1981 essay “The Leather Menace,” s/m became a target not just 
for the popular media who sought to caricature political bids for lesbian 
and gay rights but also for feminists who saw lesbian s/m communities as 
unwelcome. Rubin’s essay offered a sustained and compelling defense of 
s/m and its politics, charting how feminist attitudes to lesbian s/m over the 
previous decade evidenced a move away from a critique of gender and of 
oppression to a celebration of essential femininity. “Assumptions which now 
pass as dogma would have horrified activists in 1970. In many respects the 
women’s movement, like the society at large, has quietly shifted to the 
right.”136 This shift in feminist discourse away from a critique of oppression 
coincided with the end of the period of “transgender liberation” in 1973 
that I discussed in the Introduction.137 Rubin offered an account of this 
shift by noting how the term “male-identified” in 1970 meant “a woman 
lacked consciousness of female oppression.” This criticality was lost over the 
course of the decade:

By 1980, the term male identified had lost that meaning (lack of political 
consciousness) and became synonymous with “masculine.” Now women 
who do masculine things are accused of imitating men not only by family, 
church, and the media, but by the feminist movement. Much contem-
porary feminist ideology maintains that everything female – persons, 
activities, values, personality characteristics – is good, whereas anything 
pertaining to males is bad. By this analysis, the task of feminism is to 
replace male values with female ones, to substitute female culture for male 
culture. This line of thinking does not encourage women to try to gain 
access to male activities, privileges, and territories. Instead, it implied that 
a good feminist wants nothing to do with “male” activities. All of this 
celebration of femininity tends to reinforce traditional gender roles and 
values appropriate female behavior. It is not all that different from the 
sex-role segregation against which early feminists revolted.138

Cast as both s/m and male-identified in this latter sense, Grossman became 
inassimilable to feminist art practices from later in the 1970s that were reliant 
on essentialist accounts of gender and the body. All the things that many 
misread in Grossman’s sculptures – their being men, their being gay, their 
being s/m – clashed with the trajectory of feminist debate in the 1970s.

Even into the 1980s, many simply could not see past the binary and 
dimorphic understandings of gender and sex that Grossman’s work prob-
lematizes. The perceptive critic and artist Mira Schor, for instance, struggled 
to overcome this contradiction (based on a misreading of the work as “gay 
male attire”) when she wrote in 1988: “Grossman, as a lesbian artist, is in 
an interesting position culturally. Her work reflects gay male attire and 
sensibility, her figures are phallically erect, yet action is prevented by bondage. 
Whose action, one wonders? That of the male image or of the woman 
artist?”139 While Schor was attentive to what she called “the identification 
of the female artist and the male model,” a binary conception of sexual 
difference disallowed the full sense of what Grossman meant when she 
called her sculptures “self-portraits.”

Over the course of her career, Grossman voiced a feminist stance that 
called into question the meanings of the body and that posited a mobility 
of gender and identification.140 In many ways, the difficulties Grossman 
faced with her reception have reflected the broader problems of recognition 
that transgender issues encountered within the politics of gender and sex 
in the second half of the twentieth century.141 Early on, Grossman began 
making work that addressed such issues as nonascribed genders and female 
masculinity, but these aims were not visible to many owing to the ways in 
which her work was appropriated and misread.

The significance and sophistication of Grossman’s work, in other words, 
is newly visible when one sees its exploration of genders in relation to 
transgender politics and transfeminism. This allows for a better understand-
ing of what often goes under-acknowledged in Grossman’s discussions of 
her own work – its emphasis on the mobility and multiplicity of gender. 
For instance, in an interview from 1972 with an Arizona newspaper, the 
reporter recounted a conversation in which Grossman responded to the 
question often posed to her: “People ask her why she doesn’t do women 
(her heads are bald) and [Grossman] asks, ‘What is a woman?’ What is a 
man?’ ”142 Similarly, she said in 1992, “I think I am specifically female and 
specifically male. And so is everyone, sometimes less one, and I don’t mean 
just what you’re acting out at the time. . . . It’s much more arbitrary than 
people think. . . . I’ve lived long enough to see both men and women 
shift.”143 Such statements about her work are, despite changing terminol-
ogy, consistent. To recall the 1970s interview with Nemser, she said that 
“we are really bi-sexual and it’s too bad the word is so distorted and 
politicized at this point. People feel so fugitive about saying it and will 
insist everything is black and white while the world is greying all around 
them.”144
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Grossman’s work demands a more open account of genders’ inhabitations 
of bodies. She confounds the self-evident. What many see as a contradic-
tion – the feminist artist who sculpts work that is misread as male, gay, and 
fetishistic – is an effect of Grossman’s fearless detachment of gender from 
the sexed body and her thematization of the self ’s struggle between the 
interior and the exterior. In response to a question by Nemser about why 
many of Grossman’s works seemed to be male-bodied, Grossman replied: 
“I don’t feel that the male forms are outside of me. I don’t feel I have to 
conform to a political identification, although, naturally, I’m a feminist. But 
if we have to split hairs, I’m a humanist.”145

Such statements repeatedly question how others might read (or misread) 
the body’s external traits as signs for an individual’s gender. Her performa-
tive nomination of the head sculptures as self-portraits serves to disrupt a 
one-to-one correlation between the reading of bodily or facial character-
istics and the mapping of gender onto that body’s exterior. As she later 
remarked in an interview, “It’s about how mysterious it is when we move 
from one gender to the other . . . We have no way of knowing about the 
interior, we mark it, we signal it with our exterior inventions and meta-
phors, there’s nothing except metaphor. [It is] a better way [than] male/
female, active/passive.”146 With such statements and with her artistic practice, 
Grossman has articulated a theory of gender that differentiates it both from 
its bodily determinations and from binary models. This accords with how 
many in transgender studies call for new accounts of personhood that do 
not rely on bodily determinations. As Gayle Salamon has argued, “Though 
it cannot fail to have meaning, the body’s morphology does not in any of 
these instances script either identification or desire, and those who under-
stand bodily morphology to be constitutive of a truth that exceeds ideolo-
gies of gender would do well to take seriously some of the ways in which 
gender is currently being lived.”147 Grossman’s heads are not limited to one 
gender and her statements about them always raise that question of others’ 
assignments. The exterior does not signify the interior in her armored sculp- 
tures.

Grossman’s sculpture is invested in bodily remaking and in the bind- 
ing of genders to one another. She makes problematic all that is visible  
as exterior, and her work refuses the body as a limit to the intellect, to 
gender, and to a sense of self. In this, both her abstract assemblages and her 
precise head sculptures abstract the body, leaving it as something suggested 
and offstage. She saw this refusal of the figure, the body, the genitals, and 
sexual difference as feminist and argued for a non-binary and mobile 
account of gender. As she once said about her head sculptures: “This was 

the figure – and the most dangerous part of the sculpture. The most sexy 
part . . . is between your ears. It’s not below your waist.”148 Or, more directly, 
she declared, “The head was representing the whole body with all its pos-
sibilities. The head will stand in for the body.”149

From her abstract reliefs made up of just parts to her hidden heads, Gross-
man has pursued the possibilities of bodilessness in her work. Her sculptures 
demand that one think differently about what the body contains and what 
it can be. As she would often say, “The head is where the power is.”150

108 Installation view of Nancy Grossman: Heads at Museum of Modern Art, New York, 
PS1, 2011. Foreground: No Name, 1968.
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Kings: Reflections on Butch, Gender, and Bound-
aries” (1992), in Deviations, 241–53; Henry Rubin, 
Self-made Men: Identity and Embodiment Among 
Transsexual Men (Nashville, Tenn: Vanderbilt Uni-
versity Press, 2003) and Salamon, Assuming a Body, 
95–128. More generally with regard to feminism, 
see Heyes, “Feminist Solidarity After Queer 
Theory,” 1193–120 and Namaste, “Undoing 
Theory,” 11–23.

142 Sheryl Korman, “Nancy Grossman: 
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Citizen, 22 January 1972, 9.
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Envelopment,” 66.
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4 dan flavin’s dedications

1 John Perreault, “Snotty Remarks,” Village 
Voice, 25 March 1971, 17.

2 Dan Flavin in Phyllis Tuchman, “Dan Flavin 
Interviewed by Phyllis Tuchman” (9 March 1972), 
in Dan Flavin: A Retrospective, ed. Michael Govan 
and Tiffany Bell (New York: Dia Art Foundation, 
2004), 194.

3 However, see the useful discussions in Alex 
Potts, “Dan Flavin: ‘In . . . Cool White’ and ‘Infected 
with a Blank Magic,’” in Dan Flavin: New Light, 
ed. Jeffrey Weiss (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2006), 6; and Michael Govan, 
“Irony and Light,” in Govan and Bell, Dan Flavin: 
A Retrospective, 19–107.

4 See e.g. Flavin’s defense of his titling in a 
letter written in response to Corinne Robins, 
“Object, Structure or Sculpture: Where Are We?” 
Arts Magazine 40, no. 9 (September/October 
1966): 33–7. The terms of Flavin’s riposte were 
clearly sexist, as he implied that his titles had 
“balls,” a metalepsis registered and refused in 
Robins’s letter of reply; Dan Flavin and Corinne 
Robins, “A Poetic Exchange” (Letters to the 
Editor), Arts Magazine 41, no. 4 (February 1967): 
8. Flavin did not wait for Arts Magazine to publish 
his letter after he sent it, and he included it in 
his December Artforum contribution, “Some 
Remarks . . . Excerpts from a Spleenish Journal,” 
Artforum 5, no. 4 (December 1966): 29.

5 In a 1965 letter to Richard Bellamy asking 
for a reference in support of his application for a 
Guggenheim fellowship, Flavin summarized his 
work and its prospects by saying that the support 
would bring “my use of fluorescent light further 
into the range of environmental ‘sculpture’ ”; Dan 
Flavin to Richard Bellamy, 24 August 1965, 
Richard Bellamy Papers, Museum of Modern Art 
Archives, New York, III.A.22. Ever the contrarian, 
Flavin gave a lecture in the Sculpture Department 
at the Rhode Island School of Design the follow-
ing year, on 9 March 1966. In an implicit snub to 
the sculpture faculty who had invited him, he 
remarked: “Don Judd, who has one of the most 
deft intellects at work in New York, has claimed 
that painting on canvas is obsolete. Now, could 
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